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One of the most remarkableattributes of being human is the ability to
acquirelanguage, and considerableresearchin cognitive sciencehas been
directed toward understandingthe processes and capabilities that make
this feat possible. In order to acquirea spokenlanguage, the listener must
be able to parsethe continuous stream of speechinto sentences
, clauses
,
words, syllables, and phonemesand to representthe infonnation at each
level. A phoneme is a subsyllabic unit, and the difference in a single
phonemecan convey different meanings(for example, big versusdig or bat
versusbet).
There are differencesbetweenlanguagesin the phonemeinventory. For
instance, the distinction between Irl and III is important in English: the
word " rate" meanssomething quite different than the word " late" ; however
, this differenceis not phonemic- it does not signal a difference in
. Similarly, the differencebetween a dental It I and
meaning- in Japanese
retroflex IT I is not phonemicin English, although it can signal a difference
in meaning in Hindi. Thus, for an English-learning child, the word table
refersto a single classof items irrespectiveof whether the It I is produced
with the tongue behind the front teeth (dental), on the ridge behind the
teeth (alveolar), or with the undersideof the tongue tip against the roof
of the mouth (retroflex). For a Hindi -learning child, though, the dental
and retroflex It 'I are both phonemesand thus can signal different words.
Clearly, then, English or Hindi children- like all children in the world require some working knowledge of the phonology (the sound structure)
of their native languagein order to map sound on to meaning.
The focus of this chapter is to describethe quest by psychologistsand
linguists to understandthe mechanismsand processes by which children
acquiresensitivity to the sound structure, particularly the phonemeinventory
, of their native language. The chapterwill begin with a brief review of
the remarkablespeechperception abilities of young infants. This will be
followed by a descriptionof the researchshowing how theseinitial capacities
are shapedand influencedby exposureto different languages. Finally,
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these findings will be
some of the issuesraised in attempting to
that by the end of the first
discussed
. In reading this chapter, you will
year of life, long before many infants have even acquiredtheir first word,
speechperceptioncapacitieshave beenmodified to match the propertiesof
the sound structureof the native language.
4.1

SpeechPerception Sensitivities in Very Young Infants

In 1971 Elmaset al. publishedan influential paper in Science
showing that
infants 1- 4 months of age are able to discriminatecomputer-synthesized
examplesof the syllables / ba/ and / pa/ , which differ in only the initial
phoneme. Elmas and colleaguesalso tested infants on their ability to
discriminatevarious instancesof the syllable / ba/ that differed by exactly
the sameamount as the / ba/ versus/ pa/ stimuli. This clarified whether infants
are exquisitely sensitiveto any small acousticdifferencesor whether
are
most sensitive to those differencesthat have been used by languages
they
of the world to distinguish meaning. The infants were unable to
discriminate these equal-sized acoustic differencesfrom within the / ba/
category. Subsequentstudies by the original authors and several other
researchersconfinned this basic finding. Infants are able to discriminate
nearly every phonemiccontrast on which they have been tested, but they
typically fail to discriminate equal-sized acoustic differencesthat specify
two variations of the samephoneme.
This ability to discriminatephonemiccontrastsextends to syllablesthe
infant hasnever before heard. For example, young Kikuyu-learning infants
can discriminate phonemic contrasts that are used in English but not in
-learning infants can discriminate
Kikuyu (Streeter 1975), and young Japanese
contraststhat are usedin English but not in Japanese(T sushimaet al.
1994). Young English-learning infants can discriminate consonant contrasts
that are used in Czech (Trehub 1976), Hindi ( Werkeret al. 1981),
Nthlakampx ( Werkerand Tees 1984a), Spanish(Aslin et al. 1981), and
Zulu (Best, McRoberts, and Sithole 1988), to name but a few. They also
seemto discriminatenonnative vowel contrasts(Trehub 1973; Polka and
Werker 1994). These results suggest that rather than having to learn
about important differencesin speech, infants are equipped- undoubtedly
"
evolution- with sensitivities that make them universal listeners
through
'
"
!
, ready to learn any of the world s languages.
In contrast to these language-general sensitivities shown by young
infants, under many circumstancesadults have difficulty discriminating
1. See Werker and Tees ( 1992 ) for a discussion of how evolution
process es.

propels epigenetic
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syllables differing by only a single phoneme if that particular phonemic
contrast is not used in their native language. Without training, Japanese
adults have difficulty discriminating the differencebetween Irai and Ilal
(Strange and Jenkins 1978), English adults have difficulty discriminating
certain Hindi ( Werkeret al. 1981), Nthlakampx ( Werkerand Tees 1984a),
and Czech (Trehub 1976) contrasts, and may even need short familiarization periods to discriminate acoustically quite salient nonnative distinctions
(Pisoni et al. 1982; Werker and Logan 1985).
4.2.

Early Effects of the Language Environment

If infants are " universal listeners" but adults sometimeshave difficulty
discriminatingnonnative phonemiccontrasts, then there must be a decline
acrossage in cross-languagespeechperception performance. This contradicts
the typical expectation that there will be age-related increasesin
ability and age-related improvementsin performance.To seeif the pattern
of broad-based abilities in infancy and subsequentdecline is accurate, a
seriesof studiestested infants and adults on the samenonnative contrasts
in the sameprocedure.
In an initial study Werker et al. (1981) compared English-learning
infants aged 6- 8 months with both English-speaking adults and Hindispeaking adults on their ability to discriminate the English (and Hindi)
Ibal -I dal phonemedistinction plus two (non-English) Hindi contrastsselected
to vary on their potential difficulty . The Hindi retroflex versus
dental contrast, IT al -/ ta/ , involves two consonantsthat vary on the precise
location of the tongue. The Hindi breathy voiced and voicelessunaspirated
contrast, Itha/ -/ dhal involves a difference in the timing and
of
the
shape
opening of the vocal cords upon releaseof the consonant.
neither
of these Hindi phoneme contrasts is used to distinguish
,
Significantly
in
meaning English.
All stimuli were produced by a native Hindi speakerwho was also a
trained linguist. Severalexemplarsof each phoneme were recorded, and
eight from each category were selected. The final stimuli that were
selectedwere uniformly rated as excellent exemplarsby native speakers
.
Also, carewas taken to ensurethat the exemplarsspecifying eachcontrast
'
(such as the Itha/ s and the Idha/ ' s) were overlapping in intensity, duration
, fundamentalfrequency, and intonation contour so that listenerscould
not use thesenonphoneticacousticcuesto distinguish the contrasts.
A method of testing was adopted that can be implemented in very
similar forms with infants (5 1/ 2 months or older), children, and adults to
ensure that subjects of different ages are tested in an equally sensitive
procedure. The procedureusedwith infants is calledthe Conditioned Head
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Turn, and the adult procedureis a closevariate. Basically, this is a category
changetask in which the subjecthas to monitor a continuousbackground
of syllables from one phonetic category (for example, / ba/ ), and signal
when the stimuli changeto a contrasting phonetic category (for example,
/ da/ ). Infants are conditioned to turn their head toward the speakerwhen
a changeis presented. Correct head turns are reinforced with interesting,
lighted toys (such as drumming bears) and verbal praise from the experimenter
. Adults and children signal detection of this changeby pressinga
button. Their correct responsesare reinforced with a flashing light . Incorrect
responsesare not reinforced. A picture of an infant performing in the
Conditioned Head Turn procedureis shown in Agure4.1.
The results from this early study comparing Hindi -speaking adults,
English-speakingadults, and English-learning infants were consistentwith
the prediction of language-universal infant sensitivities and subsequent
decline. Virtually all subjectsin all groups could discriminatethe / ba/ -/ da/
contrast- a distinction that is common acrossthe world ' s languagesand
usedin both Englishand Hindi. The six- eight-month-old English-learning
infants and the Hindi-speakingadults could easily discriminateboth Hindi

Figure4.1
Madeleineperfonningin the ConditionedHeadTurn Procedure
. In this case
, shehasjust
success
. Her
fully turnedher headupon detectinga changein the speechsoundstimulus
correctheadturn is beingreinforcedwith the lightingandactivationof the toy animaLand
with praisefrom the experimenter
. (PhotocourtesySteveHeine)
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contrasts. The English-speakingadults, however, had trouble discriminating
the Hindi contrasts, showing particular trouble with the more difficult
retroflex/ dental place-of-articulation distinction ( Werkeret al. 1981). These
resultsare summarizedin figure 4.2.
To ascertainthe age at which languageexperiencefirst influencesphonetic perception, Werker and Tees began a seriesof experimentstesting
children of different ages. First, ages were selectedto test Lenneberg's
hypothesis of a critical period for languageacquisition (Lenneberg1967).
Lenneberg argued for a critical period for acquiring spoken language
ending around the onset of puberty on the basis of data from children
acquiring a second language and from reacquisitionof spoken language
after brain injury at different ages. His writings were so influential that it
was reasonedthat a similar critical period might apply to languageperception
. To test for this critical period, children of 12 and 8 years were tested,
with the expectation that the 8-year-olds but not the 12-year-olds would
be able to discriminatenonnative contrasts. English-speaking children of
both ages, however, performed like English-speaking adults and were
unable to discriminate the Hindi non-English phonemes. The study was
extended to 4-year-old children, who actually performed most poorly of
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Figure4.1.
Proportionof subjectsreachingcriterion as a function of age and languagecontrast
Adaptedfrom Werkeret al. 1981.
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all on the nonnative contrasts. Importantly, their poor performancewas
not due to task difficulties as they performedwell on an English / ba/ -/ da/
distinction, and as 4-year-old Hindi-speakingchildren performed well on
the Hindi contrasts( Werkerand Tees 1983). TheseAndingsrevealedthat
experiencemust begin to influencespeechperception long before age 4,
certainly well before the critical period suggestedby Lenneberg.
In 1984 Werker and Teescontinueda seriesof experimentsdesignedto
test even younger children to establishthe age at which the declineis first
evident. English-learning infants of 6- 8, 8- 10, and 10- 12 months of age
were tested on their ability to discriminatethe Hindi (/ Ta/ -/ ta/ ) contrast
and the Nthlakampx / k' i/ -/ q' i/ contrast. Almost all the infants aged 6- 8
months could discriminateboth non-English contrasts, but the pattern was
entirely different for older infants. As shown in the top part of figure 4.3,
very few of the infants aged 10- 12 months could discriminateeither the
Hindi or the Nthlakampx contrast ( Werkerand Tees 1984a). The infants
aged 8 10 months showedan intermediatepattern of performance with
half
and
half
not
the
nonnative
contrasts
about
discriminating
discriminating
in
the
of
4.3
the
same
basic
. As shown
lower part
,
figure
pattern
was revealedin a longitudinal study in which a small group of infants (six)
were retestedat two -month intervals ( Werkerand Tees 1984a) from ages
7 through 11 months. Finally, to ensurethat the effect was due to experience
with the language, a small numberof Hindi and Nthiakampx-learning
infants aged 11- 12 months were tested and were found to be able to
discriminatetheir native contrasts.2
This pattern of change between 6 and 12 months of age has been
reported for a different retroflex/ dental distinction (/ Da/ -/ da/ ) ( Werker
and Lalonde 1988) and for three Zulu contrasts: a bilabial plosive/
implosive distinction, a lateral fricative voiced/ voicelesscontrast, and a
velar voiceless/ejective stop distinction (Best 1994). The change for the
Nthlakampx contrast has also been replicatedby Best et al. (in press). In a
comparableseriesof experimentsTsushimaet al. (1994) showed an analogous
-learning infants. The Japaneseinfants of 6- 8,
pattern for Japanese
but not 10- 12 months of age can discriminatethe English (non-Japanese
)
/ ra/ -/ la/ distinction. Finally, although there is some evidence that language
specificinfluencesmight begin to influencevowel perception at an
2. Beforebeingtestedon the non-Englishcontrasts
, the infantswererequiredAnt to show
that they couldperfonnin the HeadTurn procedureon the EnglishIba/ -/dal distinction.
All infantswerethengiventwenty-five trialson whichto reachdisaiminationcriterionon
a non-Englishcontrast
. Beforeconcludingthat any infant who failedto reachcriterionin
a nonnativecontrastandhadnot just lost
thatnumberof trialscouldreallynotdiscriminate
retestedon the EnglishIba/ interestin the procedure
, all suchinfantsweresubsequently
. The datawereonly retainedas meaningfulfrom infantswho passedthe
Idal distinction
.
Iba/ -/dal testboth beforeandafterfailingthe nonnativecontrast
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. FromWerkerandTees1984a
, 61.
reachingaiterion on theHindi andSalishcontrasts
earlier age- by 6 months - than they do consonant perception ( Kuhl et
al. 1992; Polka and Werker 1994), there is evidence of further change
between 6 and 12 months of age, by which time infants ' performance on
nonnative vowel contrasts declines to the level of their performance on
nonnative consonant contrasts (Polka and Werker 1994 ).
What can we conclude from these findings ? First , infants stop being
"
"
universal listeners for phoneme distinctions by the end of the first year
of life . Second, it appears that the role of experience is to " maintain " those
perceptual sensitivities that are already evident in the young infant . Without
such exposure, initial abilities will be lost . The classic example of loss
of perceptual ability following lack of exposure is the demonstration by
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Figure4.4
/lossmodelof experientialinfluenceson perceptual
of the Maintenance
A representation
. Adaptedfrom Gottlieb1981.
development
Hubel and Wiesel that some cells in the visual cortex are designed to
respond quite selectively to certain kinds of input . On the basis of early
data, it was believed that if deprived of the appropriate input (such as
vertical lines) for a sufficiently long time during a critical or sensitive
period of development (for example , Wiesel and Hube11965 ), these cells
atrophy . Irrespective of what happens later in life , these cells can no longer
fire to the kind of information they were designed to detect (see Tees 1986
for a critique ). Extrapolating to the field of speech perception , it was
similarly believed that lack of exposure for a criterial amount of time
should lead to permanent loss of the ability to discriminate nonnative
phonemic contrasts.
Maintenance / loss is only one of the many possible roles experience
might play in perceptual development (see Gottlieb 1981 for other possible
roles). The Maintenance / loss model is shown in figure 4.4. The central
assumption of this model when applied to speech perception is that the
neonate is equipped with sensitivity to all possible phonemes of all languages
. The role of experience is to maintain sensitivity to only those
phonemes that the infants hears. Sensitivity to nonexperienced (nonnative )
contrasts declines and/ or disappears.
4 .3

Problems for the Maintenance View

The data reviewed above are most consistent with a Maintenance role of
experience, but there are fundamental problems with this view . First , the
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Maintenance/loss model suggeststhat declinesin sensitivity should follow
lack of exposureand should be permanentand absolute.
Although adults
perform more poorly than infants on nonnative phonemecontrasts, there
are conditions under which continuing adult sensitivity can be demonstrated
. In one of the more intriguing demonstrations, it was shown that if
the critical acousticinformation in the speechcontrast is
presentedalone
so that the syllablesno longer sound like speech, adults can discriminate
nonnative contrasts. To illustrate, Werker and Tees (1984b) presented
adult English speakerswith either the ejective portion alone &om the
'
'
Nthlakarnpx / k i/ -/ q i/ contrast (telling listeners that it was water dropping into a bucket and that they should signal when the bucket was
switched) or a truncated portion of the Hindi retroflex/ dental (/ Ta/ -/ ta/ )
contrast. In each caseadult English speakersdiscriminatedthe shortened
pairs with ease, but they still failed to distinguish the full syllableseven
when tested on them immediately after being presentedwith the shortened
"
"
portions. Furthermore, adults can be taught to discriminatethe full
syllablesif given enough training trials, or if tested in sensitiveprocedures
with low memory demands(Pisoni et al. 1982; Werker and Logan 1985).
Thus, it appearsthat the age-related decline in performanceis evident
only for stimuli that sound speechlike
, and only in testing contexts that
have processingdemandssimilar to the memory and uncertainty demands
required in everyday languageprocessing. The age-related decline is not
permanent and absolute, as would be predicted by a Maintenance/loss
view.
A secondproblem for the Maintenanceview is that neither the agesnor
the form of the findings mapson to that predicted. According to a Maintenance
model, one would predict that total duration of " misuse" would best
- or, at least, that
predict
performancewould declineto
" poor performance
some floor" level at which it would remain. It would be incompatiblewith
a Maintenance model to expect a decline and then a recovery. Recall,
however, that Werker and Tees (1983) found that English 4-year-old ~ il dren perform more poorly than older children and adults do. Specifically,
performanceon the Hindi retroflex/ dental (/ Ta/ -/ ta/ ) contrast was found
to be poor &om age 10- 12 months through adulthood; however, the
pattern of findings for a perceptually easier Hindi voicing contrast was
quite different. English-learning infants aged 6- 8 months showed high
levels of discrimination. Children of 10- 12 months and 4 years of
age
showed poor discrimination. Of critical importance, adults and children
8 and 12 years of age showed better discrimination than the
younger
children did. A similar pattern has been reported more recently by Best
(1994) for a different consonantcontrast. Finally, Polka and Werker (1994)
reported that adult English speakerscan discriminate the German &ont/
back vowel contrasts, whereasinfants aged 10- 12 months cannot. These
findings presenta seriouschallengeto the Maintenancemodel.
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'
The Maintenancemodel s requirementof permanentchangeearly in life
might also predict that declinesin perceptualsensitivity will be reflectedin
production difficulties. This prediction is, however, incompatible with the
known fact that children far older than 10- 12 months of age can move to
a new country and acquirea new languagewith no trace of an accent(see
the chapter by Gleitman and Newport in this volume). Indeed, the best
estimatesare that children up to at least 6 years of age, and possibly later,
remainaccent-free when acquiringa new language. An adequatemodel of
age-related changesin speechperception has to be able to account for
thesedata.
Another problem for the Maintenance view is that some nonnative
contrastsare easyfor adults to discriminate, even with no training at all. In
a classicexample Best, McRoberts, and Sithole (1988) tested infants and
adults on their ability to discriminatea nonnative contrast that not only is
absentfrom the native languagebut also comprisesphones that are completely
unlike any occurring in the native language. Best and colleagues
selectedan apical/ lateral click contrast from the Zulu language because
clicks are not used at all in the English language; thus, it can be safely
assumedthat English speakershave not been exposedto these phonesat least not in a linguistic context.3
Testing was conductedwith English-learning infants 6 8, 8 10, 10 12,
and 12 14 months of age, as well as with Zulu and English speaking
adults. As expected, Zulu adults easily discriminated the click contrast.
According to a Maintenance/loss explanation, older infants and adults
should be unable to discriminatea phonetic contrast comprisedof phones
not heard in the input. Contrary to this prediction, Best and colleagues
found that English subjects of all ages could easily discriminate the
apical/ lateral click contrast. Infants of 10 12 and even 12 14 months of
age performed as well as both Zulu adults and infants aged 6 8 months.
Similarly, Englishadults discriminatedthis contrast with ease.
On the basisof theseresults, Bestand colleaguesproposedthat it is not
just experienceor lack thereof that leadsto a changein speechperception
; instead, the experienceneedsto map on to the phonology of
performance
the languageof input. Phonesthat are similar to those used in the native
languagewill be susceptibleto reorganization, but phones that are completely
unlike the phonetic repertoire of the languageof input will not be
assimilatedto native-languagephonesand will remaindiscriminable.These
nonassimilablephoneswill be treated as any other nonspeechsignal, and
3. Subjectsmay have been exposed to these sounds in a nonlinguistic context. The apical
'
'
click sounds something like the tsk tsk nonspeechsound we make, and the lateral click is
something like the click one makesto urge a horse to run faster. Even so, it can be safely
assumedthat these soundswould be extremely rare in the input .
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will be discriminableon the basis of any available acoustic information.
(See Best 1994 for a fuller description of the proposed model and for a
review of more recent research
.)
A recent seriesof experimentsby Pegg and Werker (1994) provides
a new kind of challenge to the Maintenance/loss view. In this research
subjectswere tested on their ability to discriminate phones that infants
" hear" in
their native languagebut that do not have functional phonemic
significance(are not used to distinguish meaning). The phones investigated
were two allophone variates. Briefly, allophonesare variations on
phonemesthat occur within a languagebut do not function to contrast
meaning. Someallophonicvariation is random(speakersmight vary in how
far they push their tongue between their front teeth when pronouncing
[th]), whereas other allophonic variation is systematic and predictable.
Either way, if the variation exists in the input, listenershave had " experience
"
hearingit. Thus, if simpleexposureto phonetic variation is adequate
to maintain discriminability, then listeners should be able to discriminate
the phonetic variation that occursin allophones(seeMacKain 1982 for an
early discussionof this issue).
To test this hypothesis, Pegg and Werker (1994) compared adult
English speakerswith English-learning infants of 6- 8 and 10- 12 months
of age on their ability to discriminate a systematicallophone distinction
that occursin English. The phoneticdistinction selectedinvolves allophonic
variations in the English phonemesI dl and It / . In English, the It I produced
in initial position in a word is classified as voiceless, aspirated
(phonetically transcribed[th)). The Idl in initial position is voiced, unaspirated
, and is transcribedphonetically as [d]. The It I following Isl in " st"
words hascharacteristicsof both initial position It I and initial position I d/ ;
nevertheless
, when the [s] is removed from (s)t words (hereafterreferredto
as (s)/ t/ ),4 English speakersperceive it as a Id / , and, indeed, consistently
rate it as a " good" token of I dl .
To examine the effect of experienceon perception of an allophone
distinction, Pegg and Werker tested infants of 6- 8 and 10- 12 months of
age, as well as English-speaking adults, on their ability to discriminate
multiple exemplarsof (s)/ Tai from multiple exemplarsof I dal using the
Conditioned Head Turn procedure. The results revealedthat the majority
(but not all) of English adults discriminate this allophone difference, as
do the majority of infants aged 6- 8 months; however, almost none of the
infants aged 10- 12 months who were testedwere able to discriminatethis
comparison. (For a fuller description, seePegg 1995.)
4. It is still transcribedphonemically as a It I becauseit patterns phonologically as a It / . For
example. voicelessstop consonantssuch as It I can occur before Irl in words such as treeor
street. but we cannot have voiced consonantssuch as Idl occur before Irl in words.
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Theseresultsare quite interesting. First, the resultsfrom the adults show
that adult listenerscan perceivea systematicallophonic distinction, even
when both allophonesare categorizedas variations in / da/ . Second, the
"
results from the 6- 8-month-old infants broaden the meaning of language
"
-universal phonetic sensitivity in young infants. Here many young
infants discriminatea phonetic distinction that is systematicand natural,
but that is not used (with this precise form of phonetic variation) as a
'
phonemic contrast in any of the world s languages. Finally, the results
from the 10- 12-month-old infants are most clear. Infants this age are
unableto discriminatethe allophonevariates, even though they hear them
in their everyday languageand even though the majority of adult speakers
Mnn S that simply
of the languagecan discriminatethem. This Anding CO
"
"
in
the
is
not
necessarilysufficient
hearing phoneticforms
input language
to maintain discriminability at 10- 12 months.
Taken together, thesestudiessuggestthat the Maintenancehypothesis
is inadequate to account for the results to date. Indeed, instead of a
pattern such as that shown in figure 4.4, the effects of experience on
perceptualperformanceseemto show high levels of ability in the young
infant, a dip from 10 months to at least 4 years of age, and recovery of
function some time after. (Seefigure 4.5.) Thus, an alternative explanation
is required.
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4.4

A New Approach : Functional Reorganization

If the change in phoneme discrimination does not involve an absolute
"
loss" of sensitivity as a function of experience, what might it involve?
One possibility that has been suggestedis that the change in nonnative
phonemediscrimination involves some kind of functional reorganization
(Werker and Pegg 1992). The central assumptionof this FunctionalReorganization
Hypothesis is that children's changing sensitivities reflect not
absolute, hardwarechangesin the auditory system, but rather the needsof
the developing linguistic system. According to this explanation, the " universal
" sensitivitiesseenin the newborn infant may continue to be present
acrossthe life span, and thus may show up in adults under certain kinds of
testing conditions. The changesseenin perceptualperformanceacrossthe
first year of life do not reflect changesin the hard-wiring of the brain;
instead, they reflect the operation of postperceptualprocesses that allow
the infant to attend to only phonetic information that distinguishes
meaning.
The FunctionalReorganizationHypothesis can accountnicely for much
of the data. It appearsthat very young infants respond to any detectable
phonetic variation in the speechsignal- a responsebias that preparesthe
child to acquireany of the world 's language. Young infants are therefore
listening functionally to as many aspectsof the phonology as they can
pick up. Adults, on the other hand, have a bias for phonemic information
and most readily and reliably discriminatephones that distinguish meaning
; however, adults are also able to listen strategically for nonphonemic
variation if required by particular task conditions. It is infants 10- 12
months of age, and possibly even children up to at least 4 yearswho seem
constrainedto listen only to that information that might be used to distinguish
meaning. Why might the older infant and young child be so
constrained
?
Starting at around 1 year of age, infants are poised to begin to learn
words, a task they will devote considerableenergy to over the next
severalyears. A language-specificbias to attend to only those differences
that are usedto contrastmeaningin the native languagewill help the child
map sound on to meaning. Sensitivity to too much variation could result
in errors, making the child map different meaningson to different productions
of a single phoneme. Attention to just that variation that is phonemic
in the native languagewould protect the child from this kind of error and
would makethe word-learning processthat much more efficient.
This explanation can account for the findings reported by Best and
colleagues(1988) that soundscompletely unlike those used in the native
language (Zulu clicks) are not subject to reorganization (and stay discriminable
) sincethey are not perceivedas part of the linguistic system. As
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noted by Best ( 1994), they remain discriminable as nonspeech sounds. It
can also account for the recent research by Pegg and Werker showing
that infants of 10- 12 months stop discriminating two allophonic variates
that occur in the native language but are not used to distinguish meaning .
The Functional Reorganization Hypothesis requires that infants of this age
treat such stimuli as the same.
Because the Functional Reorganization Hypothesis does not involve a
"
"
change in the neural hardware that supports universal discrimination in
the young infant , the underlying sensitivity to nonnative distinctions is
not lost . Adults , whose vocabularies are well established and relatively
"
"
stable, have the cognitive distance and strategic skills to listen for whatever
information is required in a particular task. Thus , if the task requires
- with
varying
listening to nonnative phonetic distinctions , the adults will
be able to demonstrate such an ability .
amounts of practice or training
Similarly , young children moving to a new linguistic environment would
have the auditory sensitivity to listen to the relevant phonetic detail to
acquire words in their new language . This could account for the finding
that young children can move into a new language environment and
acquire a second language accent free.

l Problemsfor the FunctionalRecorganization
4.5 Residual
Hypothesis
There are two residual problems for the Functional ReorganizationHypothesis
. First, there does seemto be a critical period for languageacquisition
, including acquisition of accent. The Functional ReorganizationHypothesis
would imply that there is continuing flexibility throughout life for
acquisitionof the phonological structure of a new language. And, indeed,
there does seem to be flexibility throughout life for discriminating nonnative
phonetic contrasts; but, as noted above, although young children
can acquirea secondlanguageaccent-free, older children and adults cannot
. The fact that adults and older children who learn a secondlanguage
still have an accent (even though they can learn to discriminate the
flexibility being
phonetic elements) could be an instance of perceptual
"
"
. There could be a critical period for
greater than productive flexibility
"
"
acquisitionof the ability to speak a new languagewithout an accent, but
the ability to perceive the phonological detail in new languagescould
remain open (see Flege 1992). It is important to note, however, that
although adults can improve" their "performance on nonnative phonetic
contrasts, they seldom reach native levels of performance(Polka 1992).
This remaining difference in perceptual sensitivity may be akin to the
"
"
accent shown by adult second-languagelearners.
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A secondproblem for the FunctionalReorganizationHypothesis is that
there appearsto be a mismatchbetween the kinds of perceptualsensitivities
shown by infants and those shown by young children. For years there
have been reports that children aged 2 to 5 have difficulty discriminating
syllablesand/ or words that differ in only a single phoneme(for a review
see Barton 1976). At first blush, it would seem that these results are
incompatible with the Functional Reorganization Hypothesis, since it
would predict that children should be listening for just that kind of information
. Similarly, if children are listening to native language phonemic
information, they should be able to use it when learning new words. There
is as yet no evidence, though, that infants aged 12- 18 months can usefine
phoneticdetail when learning new words. Indeed, children of this age treat
phonetically similar nonsensewords as identical and seemunable to pair
them with distinct objects(e.g ., they treat " dog" and "bog " as variations in
the word dog). (SeeWerker and Pegg 1992; Werker and Stager 1995.)
How can the Functional ReorganizationHypothesis be correct if children
are not using language-specific phonemic information in wordlearning tasks? The answer to this question is not known, but some
speculationis provided below. In addition to the influenceson consonant
and vowel perception, the ambientlanguageexerts profound influenceson
other aspects of speech processing during the first year of life, with
language-specifictuning first evident for the more global propertiesof the
native language Ousczyket al. 1992; Mehler et al. 1988). Also, by 10
months of age infants display a variety of cognitive advancesthat could be
important for the way they pick up and use linguistic information. By this
age infants are able to detect, remember, and compareseparatesourcesof
information. Perhapsmost relevant, they are able for the first time to form
perceptual categories on the basis of arbitrary correlations of features
(Younger and Cohen 1983). One possibility is that theseemerging cognitive
skills allow the infant to detect the correspondencebetween certain
kinds of speechsoundsand regular, systematicuseby adults. Indeed, there
is evidencethat by 10 months of age the infant may for the first time have
the cognitive skills in placeto selectivelyattend to just that information in
consonantsand vowels that is criterial in defining native-languagephonemic
categories (Lalon~e and Werker, in press). Finally, just as prosodic
structuremight help a child find larger linguistic units such as clausesand
phrases(Gleitman et al. 1988), prior tuning to the more global properties
of the native languagemay provide a familiar prosodic context that helps
the child find criterial phonetic detail (Christophe, Dupoux, and Mehler
1993; Jusczyk
, in press). Seealso Morgan and Saffran(in press).
Selectiveperception of native-languagephonemicdistinctions may not
automaticallypropel the child into using all the details in their perceptual
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representationsin word-learning tasks. Indeed, just as children overgeneralize
in applying the meaning of words in the early stagesof language
acquisition (Clark 1983), they may overgeneralizein applying the
soundsof words in the early stagesof languageacquisition. The languagespecificphonemic perceptualcategoriesestablishedduring the latter part
of infancy may provide the child with the arsenalof capabilitiesrequiredto
map sound on to meaning, but children may only samplefrom that arsenal
as required to distinguish one word from another in their lexicon. Thus, if
they have a vocabulary of only 6fty words, very little information might
be requiredto distinguish those words from one another. This is consistent
with some of the findings in child phonology, which suggest that, in the
early stagesof word learning, children representthe phonological structure
of words at their most global level (Fergusonand Farwell 1975). As
"
"
childrenacquiremore words, there is pressureto 611in more information.
At this time the child may use more of the capacity provided by the
the first year of life. Support
language-specifictuning that occurredduring
'
for this possibility is provided by Barton s work (1976) showing that if
children know words very, very well, even 2-year-old children show evidence
of easily distinguishing words that differ in only a single, minimal
"
"
"
"
phonemedistinction (for example, pear vs. bear ).
According to this line of reasoning, the Functional ReorganizationHypothesis
may be maintainedin an altered form. Experienceand cognitive
development allow children to attend selectively to only the phonetic
detail that is important for defining the phonemiccategoriesof their native
language. Children, however, need use only parts of that available information
in word-learning situations, representingno more detail than is
requiredto distinguish items in their lexicon. Finally, once children have a
working knowledge of the phonology of the native language, tests of
word discrimination are no longer simple perceptualtasks. They are now
tasks that require children to use the detail available in their representations
of those words. If children representwords only globally, then tests
of word discrimination will reveal gaps in detail, unless, as is the casein
"
"
the Barton study above, there has been sufficient pressureto 611in the
entire phonetic representation.

4.6 Summary
Researchin cross-language speechperception has revealed a number of
findings that provide insight into the relations between initial perceptual
blasesand subsequentlanguageacquisition. To summarizebriefly, young
"
"
infants show a sensitiVity to many universal properties of human languages
, including an ability to discriminate both native and nonnative
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phonetic contrasts. During the first year of life infants performance on
speech perception tasks changes to reflect enhanced sensitivity to the
properties of the native language . Language-specific discrimination of
many aspects of the native language - most clearly consonant contrasts is first seen at around 9 - 10 months of age. This change in sensitivity to
phonetic contrasts occurs not simply from lack or presence of exposure,
but from exposure to phonetic contrasts that are used to contrast meaning
in the native language . Furthermore , this age-related change in performance
on nonnative phonetic contrasts is not absolute. When tested under
more sensitive , or nonlinguistic , testing conditions , older subjects are still
able to discriminate nonnative distinctions . Indeed, adults seem to be able
to strategically listen for whatever detail in speech sounds is required for
successful performance in a task. Children , though , at least up to age 4, are
less able to engage in such strategic activity and seem constrained to listen
to only native language phonemic differences.
When the original finding of age- related declines in performance on
nonnative speech perception tasks was reported , it was viewed as an
instance of a Maintenance / loss phenomenon in perceptual development .
With the emergence of new data, as summarized above , the Maintenance
explanation became less viable . A Functional Reorganization Hypothesis
was proposed in which the age-related changes are understood in terms of
the functional linguistic tasks the child faces at different stages indevelopment
. This hypothesis is helpful in understanding the data collected to
date.
The residual problems with the Functional Reorganization Hypothesis
point to fascinating new areas of research that will potentially link findings
in speech perception and phonological acquisition to the kinds of patterns
that have previously been described in the acquisition of both syntax
(maturational constraints , bootstrap ping ) and semantics (overgeneraliza tions ). The unanswered questions also point to areas of possible synthesis
between language acquisition , perceptual development , and emerging cognitive
capabilities . In conclusion , it appears that in order to fully understand
age-related changes in speech perception we have to consider not
just the capabilities given by nature and the role the input plays in shaping
those capabilities , but also the particular challenges the child faces at
each juncture in language acquisition and the potential contribution of
developing cognitive skills.
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